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Footwear
Le Chameau Chasseur
With its special waterproof zip, exclusive to Le Chameau, the Chasseur boot is guarunteed to be completely impermeable and is
quick and easy to slip on. Provides superior comfort for exploring new hunting grounds.
£360.00

Le Chameau Chasseurnord
With its special waterproof zip, exclusive to Le Chameau, the Chasseur boot is guarunteed to be completely impermeable and is
quick and easy to slip on. Provides superior comfort for exploring new hunting grounds.
£260.00

Le Chameau Vierznord
Adjustable cold weather boot with waterproof gusset and fabric tightening strap (exclusive to Le Chameau). Upper - Natural rubber
/ Lining - 3mm neoprene / Sole - Bi-density, resistant to abrasion, all-terrain grip, shank reinforcement for better arch support.
£180.00

Le Chameau Country Vibram Neo
Multi-purpose, natural rubber boot. Easy fitting, lightweight and comfortable.
£135.00

Dubarry Galway Boots
The combination of smooth and crushed leather with Gore-Tex® lining in three different colour ways has become a true country
classic.
£299.00

Dubarry Longford Colourway Knee high boot - Walnut
A knee high Gore-Tex lined boot with stylish buckle detail.
Made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast - DrySoft leathers.. Stylish double buckle detail combined with side panel beading
add a sophisticated look to this functional boot.. The elasticated heel panel assists foot entry and an elegant boot silhouette..
Lined with Gore-Tex waterproof and breathable membrane.. Direct inject bi-compound unit consists of a PU inner fill with moulded
bi-colour rubber outer shell, the PU inner fill offers underfoot comfort and shock absorbency.. Finger pull fitted inside bootleg for
ease of entry.. Subtle and stylized Dubarry branding..
Contact us for sizing
£379.00

Le Chameau Vierzon - Cuir
New model for 2011. This boot offers the luxury leather lining of the Chasseur model, but without the zip. Ideal for those
customers who do not require a zip to get the boot on, this model is lighter than the Chasseur and represents excellent value for
money for a fully leather lined boot.
£255.00

Dubarry Kerry Chelsea ankle boot - Mahogany
GORE-TEX® Chelsea boots, the Dubarry Kerry waterproof leather boots for men, are both versatile in style and highly practical.
Equally suited to a day at the races with Dubarry country tweed clothing topped off with a Dubarry flat cap, for a country casual
look, or, pair with jeans and a Dubarry men's shirt for a more smart casual look. The first Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX®
liner made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leather
A first ever Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX® liner made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leather or suede
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather. It has a leather welt with stitch detail and a
leather stacked heel combined with a rubber top piece
The insole is made up of three layers including a thermal foil lining, to protect the foot from the cold
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole, providing underfoot comfort
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin
Contact us for sizing..
£249.00

Le Chameau Ceres Neo- Marron
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The lightness of a neoprene-lined Le Chameau boot combined with the performance of a Michelin sole. Reinforced farming boot,
XL curved upper with widened calf fittings. Upper - Natural rubber / lining 3mm neoprene / Sole - Bi - density, pneumatic - styled
tread for enhanced performance (grip, durability, comfort). Michelin Agri sole.
£150.00

Le Chameau Ceres Jersey
The lightness of a neoprene-lined Le Chameau boot combined with the performance of a Michelin sole. Reinforced farming boot,
XL curved upper with widened calf fittings. Upper - Natural rubber / lining 3mm neoprene / Sole - Bi - density, pneumatic - styled
tread for enhanced performance (grip, durability, comfort). Michelin Agri sole.
Contact us for sizes
£120.00

Meindl Dovre Extreme GTX Hunting Boots
Meindl Dovre Extreme GTX Hunting Boots
£285.00

Le Chameau Country LD Fourree
Arched rain boot, decorative buckle, upper eg trim. Uppers - Natural rubber / Lining - resistant and comfortable jersey / Sole - bidensity abrasion resistant, all-terrain grip. Wool-line, keeps warm in winter.
£135.00

Toggi Wanderer Wellington Boot
The Wanderer is a handmade rubber boot which is fully waterproof, ideal for all country pursuits. The wellington style lines create
a modern twist on a classic boot. The thermal neoprene lining keeps your feet warm and dry while the dual density cushioned sole
helps to keep you safe and comfortable on various terrains.
Contact us for more details
£82.50

Toggi Wanderer Plus Wellington Boot
The handmade Wanderer Plus wellingtons offer all the advantages of the Wanderer but with the added feature of an expandable
side gusset for extra fit options. They are fully waterproof, have a dual density cushioned sole and a thermal neoprene lining to
provide superb comfort and fit during all country activities.
Contact us for more details
£90.00

Toggi Quebec Country Boot
The Toggi Quebec boot is a handmade long, luxurious milled leather country boot. With a waterproof membrane, these boots are
waterproof and breathable ensuring you remain dry in all weather conditions. The comfort of these boots are second to none, with
cushioned, gel foam inserts, your feet will have maximised comfort throughout the day. These boots feature an all-terrain rubber
sole, meaning they are perfect for days out in all weather conditions and an various surfaces.
Contact us for more details.
£155.00

Dubarry Cork Boot - Mahogany
Cork, from Dubarry, the lifestyle brand of choice for both country and city wear, is a classic Chelsea boot, with the added benefit of
Dubarry’s celebrated design and craftsmanship. Waterproof, yet breathable due to its GORE-TEX® lining, Cork is available in both
suede and smooth leather. Cork is easy to put on with its heel finger pulls and elasticated gussets, which also make it so
comfortable to wear. The leather stacked heel and sole unit provides a subtly elegant luxurious lift.
Cork - Women’s Chelsea style boot from Dubarry.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather
Leather stacked heel combined to a rubber top piece.
Sole unit with Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£229.00

Dubarry Kerry Chelsea ankle boot - Chestnut
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GORE-TEX® Chelsea boots, the Dubarry Kerry waterproof leather boots for men, are both versatile in style and highly practical.
Equally suited to a day at the races with Dubarry country tweed clothing topped off with a Dubarry flat cap, for a country casual
look, or, pair with jeans and a Dubarry men's shirt for a more smart casual look. The first Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX®
liner made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leather.
A first ever Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX® liner made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leather or suede
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather. It has a leather welt with stitch detail and a
leather stacked heel combined with a rubber top piece
The insole is made up of three layers including a thermal foil lining, to protect the foot from the cold
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole, providing underfoot comfort
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin
£249.00

Dubarry Fermoy Country Boot - Walnut
Fermoy is an elegant new knee high leather boot for women from the Dubarry stable, incorporating GORE-TEX® technology and
crafted from Dubarry’s famous water resistant Dryfast-DrySoft™ leathers. With a durable rubber and leather hand-built sole unit,
thermal foil lining to protect your feet from the cold and an underfoot comfort cushion, Fermoy high quality women’s country boots
are not only practical, but also look fabulous.
Team with Dubarry stretch jeans or a tweed skirt and a Dubarry tweed or quilted ladies’ jacket, for a sophisticated country clothing
look.
Stylish knee high boot, lined with GORE-TEX® Product technology.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather it has a leather stacked heel combined to a
rubber top piece.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£349.00

Dubarry Longford Knee-High Leather Boot - Black & Brown
Dubarry Longford waterproof leather country boots uniquely combine the performance of traditional Dubarry waterproof country
boots, with a more urban appearance. These elegant knee high leather boots provide an air of country set sophistication,
especially when worn with Dubarry tweed clothing.
Knee-high boot with stylish double buckle details with GORE-TEX® liner
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leathers
Stylish double buckle detail combined with side panel beading add a sophisticated look to this functional boot
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Direct inject bi-compound unit consists of a PU inner fill with moulded bi-colour rubber outer shell, the PU inner fill offers underfoot
comfort and shock absorbency
The elasticated heel panel assists foot entry and provides an elegant boot silhouette
Finger pull fitted inside bootleg for ease of entry
Subtle and stylised Dubarry branding
£379.00

Dubarry Wexford Leather Boot - Walnut
Waterproof leather country boots - the ideal men's outdoor footwear. These practical walking boots feature a GORE-TEX® lining,
which makes them the perfect waterproof walking boots or hiking boots for every outdoor fanatic. Add a Dubarry men's waterproof
jacket over a rugby shirt to complete the country look.
One of the favourite performance outdoor boots of sportsmen and women.
GORE-TEX® lined, waterproof and breathable
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Full, heavy duty zip with bellows for ease of entry
Button fastener to hold zip secure
Maximum grip outsole
ExtraFit™ for foot entry and foot forepart
Direct inject moulded bi-compound, bi-colour outsole
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£379.00
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Dubarry Leather Leitrim Boot - Walnut
The new Dubarry Leitrim waterproof boot is the perfect addition to your outdoor country clothing collection. These GORE-TEX®
lined boots will ensure you stay warm and dry. Wear with a pair of Dubarry sport socks for extra comfort. A Dubarry men's
waterproof jacket over a rugby shirt will complete the outdoor and country look.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast- DrySoft™ leathers
Stylish double buckle detail combined with side panel beading add a sophisticated look to this functional boot
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane
Direct inject bi-compound unit consists of a PU inner fill with moulded bi-colour rubber outer shell, the PU innerfill offers underfoot
comfort and shock absorbancy
The elasticated heel panel assists foot entry and provides an elegant boot silhouette
Finger pull fitted inside bootleg for ease of entry
Subtle and stylised Dubarry branding
£279.00

Dubarry Roscommon Women's Leather Boot - Walnut
Dubarry Roscommon leather boots are waterproof ankle boots, which are easy to wear with all the latest fashions. High quality
leather boots, wear all year round with Dubarry women's shorts, skinny jeans and a ladies' gilet to complete the country look.
An all-year round 24 cm high boot with GORE-TEX® Liner
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™, breathable leather
Duo compound PU and rubber sole directly injected onto the upper
Finger pull fitted inside of the boot for ease of entry
Subtle, signature branding both Dubarry and GORE-TEX®
£249.00

Meindl Dovre MFS Wide - Brown
Upper: Nubuck leather with was
Linging: GORE-TEX
Footbed: AIR-ACTIVE SOFT PRINT dyrsole
Sole: Meindl Multigriff by Vibram
Contact us for more details..
£249.00

Meindl Glockner MFS - Hemp
Upper: Sil - Nubuck leather
Lining: GORE-TEX
Footbed: AIR-ACTIVE SOFT PRINT drysole
Sole: Meindl Multigriff by Vibram (limited suitability for crampons)
Contact us for more details..
£285.00

Dubarry Galway Boots - Walnut
The classic Dubarry waterproof leather, country boots are the ultimate men’s outdoor footwear. The Dubarry Galway boots are
Gore-Tex lined boots available in black leather, brown leather or the iconic walnut colour. Pair these leather boots with a Dubarry
men’s casual jacket and a cotton polo shirt. Now available in an ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™
The classic signature boot from Dubarry. The Galway boot (in walnut colour ONLY) is now available in an ExtraFit™ version.
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Knee high leather ties
Finger pull fitted inside boot and wide entry for ease of fit
Duo compound PU and Rubber sole, directly injected onto the upper
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£329.00
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Dubarry Galway Extrafit Country Boot - Brown & Black
The classic Dubarry Galway boot style is available in wide fit to ensure perfect fitting. The waterproof leather country boots are
perfect to pair with country clothing for the outdoor and country fanatics. Pair these quality leather boots with a Dubarry rugby
shirt and a GORE-TEX® lined men’s waterproof jacket. The ExtraFit version of the boot caters for the wider calf muscle in addition
to an extra width fitting. Foot entry for the higher instep is increased and there are additional joint measurements for the wider foot.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot from Dubarry. The Galway boot is now available in a SlimFit™ and ExtraFit™ version. These versions
are available in limited colours.
GORE-TEX® lined, waterproof and breathable
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Knee high leather ties
Finger pull fitted inside boot and wide entry for ease of fit
Duo compound PU and Rubber sole, directly injected onto the upper
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£329.00

Dubarry Galway Extrafit Country Boot - Walnut
The classic Dubarry Galway boot style is available in wide fit to ensure perfect fitting. The waterproof leather country boots are
perfect to pair with country clothing for the outdoor and country fanatics. Pair these quality leather boots with a Dubarry rugby
shirt and a GORE-TEX® lined men’s waterproof jacket. The ExtraFit version of the boot caters for the wider calf muscle in addition
to an extra width fitting. Foot entry for the higher instep is increased and there are additional joint measurements for the wider foot.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot from Dubarry. The Galway boot is now available in a SlimFit™ and ExtraFit™ version. These versions
are available in limited colours.
GORE-TEX® lined, waterproof and breathable
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Knee high leather ties
Finger pull fitted inside boot and wide entry for ease of fit
Duo compound PU and Rubber sole, directly injected onto the upper
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£329.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£85.00 £80.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£85.00 £80.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£99.99

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£95.00

Dubarry Galway Boots
The combination of smooth and crushed leather with Gore-Tex® lining in tweed.
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Please call for sizes.
£229.00

Dubarry Galway Boots - Olive
The combination of smooth and crushed leather with Gore-Tex® lining in Olive

Please call for sizes.
£229.00

Dubarry Leitrim Country Boot - Walnut
Dubarry's Leitrim boot is stylish mid-calf height waterproof boot. It is an excellent addition to any country clothing collection, as it
will keep you warm and dry during country pursuits thanks to its waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® lining, as well as
Dubarry's water resistant
Stylish knee high boot, lined with GORE-TEX® Product technology.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather it has a leather stacked heel combined to a
rubber top piece.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£279.00 £229.00

